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4 Ways to Ask Better Questions About Data

What truly makes a data scientist stand out is their ability to connect data science concepts to real 

business results such as: retention rates, expenses, selling opportunities, etc. Communicating 

the story behind the data matters the most and unfortunately, many data scientists focus on 

process instead of insight. The CFO, CEO and COO of your company don’t care about your perfect 

agglomerative clustering model—they care about things like freight expenses, sales predictions, 

how to improve customer service and other business insights data can provide. 

So how does a data scientist differentiate themself as an effective contributor? By teaching others  

to ask the right questions that connect the data’s story to the business’ strategy. 

Data scientists have a great opportunity to lead their teams and organizations to ask the right 

questions and to help identify the solution:1

 1. WHY ARE YOU PRESENTING THE DATA? 

Is the data being leveraged to make a business decision, an investment, evaluate a vendor or 

identify a risk? Data needs context, especially when presenting to people outside of the data 

field. Remember, though data science is a technical field, the stakeholders are not. In order for 

the data to resonate, it has to be presented in terms non-technical folk can understand. 

 2. WHAT POTENTIAL QUESTIONS WILL YOUR AUDIENCE HAVE? 

Part of presenting data is stimulating dialogue between you—the data—and the business. 

Break down the data, highlight key findings and trends to add further insight. By breaking the 

data into palatable sub-categories, you’ll be able to better respond to clarifying questions.

 3. WHAT’S THE PRIORITY-LEVEL OF YOUR DATA? 

The priority of the data you’re presenting is crucial; data is typically presented to communicate 

either a material effect on the company—high priority—or nice-to-have—lesser priority. This 

question should dictate your delivery, calls to action and sense of urgency if the data presents 

any material effects on the company. 

 4. WHAT ARE THE SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF THE DATA? 

Today, data security is monumentally important. Who are you presenting to? Do they have the 

proper clearance to see the data? Do you yourself have the clearance to present the data? Is 

the data being shared via a secure medium? Data scientists must always be vigilant on who is 

accessing data and ensure that it’s shared via industry best security practices.

1 “Asking Great Questions as a Data Scientist.” Kristen Kehrer, KD Nuggets, 2019.
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NEVER FORGET: SOMETIMES QUESTIONS  
DON’T HAVE OBVIOUS ANSWERS

Or answers at all. 

Data provides insight, which isn’t always synonymous with definitive answers. Many business 

decisions are made based off of data that doesn’t have conventional answers—if insight was 

always straight-forward, leadership could be automated.2

The digital economy continues to become increasingly complex, making data equally as intricate. 

It is the duty of the data scientist to be curious, analytical and to some degree, a “data storyteller” 

of sorts.3 Leveraging analysis with powerful visualization provides several blueprints of how the 

organization can approach the data and make decisions. 

This skillset is invaluable to a forward-thinking organization, making the data scientist a 

true influencer within their organization. To become an influential data scientist within your 

organization, you must have a clear path to mastery of data science concepts, reliable means of 

skill development and readiness for whatever future technological advances disrupt the economy. 

Skillsoft’s eLearning solutions allow for a personalized, time-efficient way to keep up to date on 

trends allowing Data Analysts, Wranglers, Scientists and ML Programmers alike to open up new 

opportunities for advancement and gain the knowledge necessary to utilize technology in novel 

ways that stand out in the data community.

2 “Sometimes Data Science Is Not About Giving Answers Its About Asking Better Questions.” Kalev Leetaru, Forbes,  
June 17, 2019.
3 “What Is The Difference Between Data Analysis And Data Visualization?.” Eva Murray, Forbes, March 29, 2019.
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